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A Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music
This is the Story of a Pirate named Pete. The stinkiest pirate you ever will meet! But what do you do when you smell real
badand the rest of the crew is gettin' real mad? Find out in, "The Ballad of Stinky Pete the Pirate".

Cincinnati - Insiders Guide
The guerrilla guide to marketing and selling an indie film. Some people are just there for the loot bags. But most of the
people at a film festival are trying to market and sell an independent film. Don’t be just one of the horde. Use Chris Gore’s
Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide to help your indie film stand out! Entertainment Weekly loves Gore’s book, calling it a
“treatise on schmoozing, bullying, and otherwise weaseling one’s way into the cinematic madness known as film festivals.”
The newly revised and updated fourth edition includes full listings for more than 1,000 film festivals, with complete tips and
contact information, plus in-depth analysis of the Big Ten festivals. With detailed, fresh how-tos for marketing, distributing,
and selling a film and using websites to build buzz, plus interviews with top festival filmmakers, step-by-steps on what to do
after your film gets accepted, and explanations of how to distribute a film, Chris Gore’s guide tells filmmakers exactly how
to become a player in the indie world. Chris Gore’s Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide includes access to Chris Gore’s
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online database with complete listings for more than 1,000 festivals—find the best for indie, documentary, short, student,
digital, and animation!

The Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide
Newsletter
Survival Guide for a Weekend Father
A princess seeking to balance duty and her tempestuous heart A wanderer searching for a purpose A soldier destined for
glory A doomed civilization. The princess of an exiled kingdom, Gwenwhyfar's marriage was decided at birth. Enter Marcus
Duilius, a career soldier with an eye for beauty. Although drawn to his fatal charms, she knows this son of a Roman naval
hero will never allow a woman to stand in the way of his ambition. With her husband's untimely death, she discovers a
freedom she never imagined possible. Ready to make her own destiny, Gwenwhyfar finds she must put aside her desires
once more and reforge ties with the mighty Atlantis. Mysterious ships have arrived from the east, leaving destruction in
their wake. The known world is threatened. To complicate matters, her former Norse bodyguard has suddenly returned to
claim her for his own. Can she uphold her duty, save her world, and still find true love?

Weddiculous
A revised and expanded guide to performance practice issues in Renaissance music

Batch Cocktails
The Self-Help Compulsion
From the wickedly funny and feminist creator and host of the "Throwing Shade" podcast, a collection of hilarious personal
essays and political commentary perfect for fans of Lindy West and Roxane Gay. Since women earned the right to vote a
little under one hundred years ago, our progress hasn't been the Olympic sprint toward gender equality first wave feminists
hoped for, but more of a slow, elderly mall walk (with frequent stops to Cinnabon) over the four hundred million hurdles we
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still face. Some of these obstacles are obvious-unequal pay, under-representation in government, reproductive restrictions,
lack of floor-length mirrors in hotel rooms. But a lot of them are harder to identify. They're the white noise of oppression
that we've accepted as lady business as usual, and the patriarchy wants to keep it that way. Erin Gibson has a singular goalto create a utopian future where women are recognized as humans. In FEMINASTY-titled after her nickname on the hit
podcast "Throwing Shade"-she has written a collection of make-you-laugh-until-you-cry essays that expose the hidden rules
that make life as a woman unnecessarily hard and deconstructs them in a way that's bold, provocative and hilarious.
Whether it's shaming women for having their periods, allowing them into STEM fields but never treating them like they truly
belong, or dictating strict rules for how they should dress in every situation, Erin breaks down the organized chaos of old
fashioned sexism, intentional and otherwise, that systemically keeps women down.

The 10+ Best Survival Jobs
Actors on Guard is the most comprehensive and detailed book on the art of theatrical swordplay available today. It provides
the reader with the historical, theoretical and practical basis for learning, practicing and presenting theatrical sword fights.
Focusing specifically on the Elizabethan rapier and dagger (the most popular weapons used in stage fights), Actors on
Guard provides actors, directors, teachers, stage managers and technicians the skills and knowledge essential to presenting
safe and effective fights, both for stage and screen.

A Properly Unhaunted Place
You're no idiot, of course. You're not afraid to express your ideas or to stray from the tired and true. And you are known
among your friends and loved ones for your great personal style. But when it comes to veering from the traditional nuptial
path, you are starting to feel like eloping is the only answer. Don't book Elvis's Chapel of Love just yet! The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Creative Weddings is here to help you make your wedding day more than just a cookie-cutter celebration. In this
book, you'll learn how to plan the perfect creative wedding by hatching your own new traditions that express your personal
style. You'll blend in the family rituals that you treasure and still make it to the altar in one piece. In this Complete Idiot's
Guide, you'll get:

The American Marketing Association International Member & Marketing Services Guide
Chris Gore reveals to filmmakers how to successfully market and sell their films at over 700 film festivals worldwide, how
get a film accepted and what to do after acceptance. Completely updated and revised. Photos.
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Library Journal
A guide to art offers information on art history and appreciation, art from different cultures, design and fine crafts, folk art,
museums, prints and drawings, paintings and painters, sculpture, architecture, and photography.

The Art Lover's Almanac
The Hertz Survival Manual for Traveling Businessmen
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Barcelona and Catalonia will lead you to the best attractions this region has to offer. The fully
updated guide includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and reconstructions of Barcelona's major architectural sights. DK's
insider travel tips and essential local information will help you discover the best of Barcelona and Catalonia, from local
festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to hotels, restaurants, bars, and
shops for all budgets, while transportation maps and a chart showing the walking distances between sights will help you get
around the city. What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: -New itineraries based on length of stay, regional destinations,
and themes. -Brand -new hotel and restaurants listings including DK's Choice recommendations. -Restaurant locations
plotted on redrawn area maps and listed with sights. -Redesigned and refreshed interiors make the guides even easier to
read. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that brighten up every page, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Barcelona and Catalonia truly shows you around this destination as no one else can. Now
available in PDF format.

Principles of Cartography
CultureShock! Czech Republic
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam
Gribley is terribly unhappy living in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the
woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends to survive on
his own. Sam learns about courage, danger, and independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his
life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
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Chris Gore's Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide, 4th edition
"See the blazing Yule before us" This is just one of the many ancient British folk songs we all know and love. Other tunes
and symbols that tug on our memories have similar historical roots, hearkening back to a shared Pagan past. These dances,
songs, and theatrical plays in the English folk tradition are now little known to most of the modern Pagan community.
Reviving these vital traditions can bring new life to Renaissance festivals, neopagan rituals, and community events.
Introducing the lively music and homegrown entertainments of times long past, this descriptive how-to is designed for
twenty-first-century joviality. The songs, dances, and plays of old are explained in their mythical, seasonal, and historical
significance and outlined for easy reenactment. Simple-to-follow instructions detail six dances including the popular Abbots
Bromley Horn dance, six full scripts for dramatic performances of Mummer's Plays (folk plays of death and rebirth), and
over thirty songs with lyrics and music. Kick up your heels, hold high your skirts, and make merry the year through.

Feminasty
Homeschooled by Renaissance Fair enthusiasts, eleven-year-old Imogene has a hard time fitting in when her wish to enroll
in public school is granted.

Renaissance Festival Survival Guide
My Side of the Mountain
Between phones, networks, equipment, and vendors, being a telecom manager can be a difficult task. Using four
companies' actual experiences as case studies, The Telecom Manager's Survival Guide presents an easily understandable
method for lining up the best possible services, putting the right tools in place, and saving the business money.The book
takes a practical approach, providing a proactive system for: * Project management for the implementation of new services
* Trouble resolution for equipment * Billing audit and reviews * Strategic planning for the future The Telecom Manager's
Survival Guide is an important resource for anyone taking charge of their organization's telecommunications initiatives." "

Hippocrene USA Guide to America's South
New friends and a mystery help Aven, thirteen, adjust to middle school and life at a dying western theme park in a new
state, where her being born armless presents many challenges.
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The Rough Guide to Camping in Britain 2
A life hangs in the balance . . .A king held for ransom, a country under thumb, clans at one another's throats. Malcolm of
clan MacKintosh has enough to worry about without finding a mysterious lass sleeping on the side of his road. He tries to
help her — in his overbearing, arrogant way — and winds up flat on his back. God's blood, who is this woman . . . and why
does she captivate him so?And only she can tip the scales.The fortune-teller said something about saving a life, then
zapped Alethia Goodsky back to fifteenth-century Scotland — a land bristling with broadswords and intrigue. Alethia is no
damsel in distress, though, even if brawny, blue-eyed Malcolm has sworn to protect her. With her wits and special abilities,
she races to solve the gypsy's mystery and protect those she's come to love. The stakes climb higher and enemies close in,
forcing Alethia to choose between finding her way home . . . and staying true to her Highlander.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creative Weddings
A local bestseller, this guide provides an insiders eye view to the surprisingly happening Queen City. Discover Cincy and
find everything travelers want in a city--arts, professional sports, museums, culture, great restaurants and shopping. It's an
absolute must for locals, newcomers and visitors. maps. Photos.

The Ballad of Stinky Pete the Pirate
Actors on Guard
The Listener's Guide to Medieval & Renaissance Music
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Barcelona & Catalonia
From National Book Award–winning author William Alexander comes a wryly humorous story about two kids who try to save
their town by bringing back its ghosts. Rosa Ramona Díaz has just moved to the small, un-haunted town of Ingot—the only
ghost-free town in the world. She doesn’t want to be there. She doesn’t understand how her mother—a librarian who
specializes in ghost-appeasement—could possibly want to live in a place with no ghosts. Frankly, she doesn’t understand
why anyone would. Jasper Chevalier has always lived in Ingot. His father plays a knight at the local Renaissance Festival,
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and his mother plays the queen. Jasper has never seen a ghost, and can’t imagine his un-haunted town any other way.
Then an apparition thunders into the festival grounds and turns the quiet town upside down. Something otherworldly is
about to be unleashed, and Rosa will need all her ghost appeasement tools—and a little help from Jasper—to rein in the
angry spirits and restore peace to Ingot before it’s too late.

TV Guide
National Book Award winner William Alexander conjures up a spooky adventure full of excitement in this entertaining sequel
to A Properly Unhaunted Place, which was a New York Times Editors’ Choice. Rosa Diaz has her hands full of ghosts. She
saved the town of Ingot by unleashing all the ghosts who were previously banished. Now, like the rest of the world, Ingot is
filled with spirits and poltergeists. But unlike the rest of the world, the town’s living residents have no idea how to cope, and
some of the ghosts are holding century-old grudges. When something supernatural starts stealing kids’ voices at her school,
it’s up to Rosa to figure out who or what is behind the voice-snatching. It doesn’t help that some of her classmates are still
angry with her for releasing the ghosts. Or that Rosa begins to suspect that she may be haunted herself. Meanwhile, her
best friend Jasper is dealing with what remains of the Renaissance Festival, the town’s pride and joy. Ghosts from the town
are now battling it out with ghosts from the festival, and the grounds are closed to all. But is it possible to appease
everyone?

Dies the Fire
Gain an insight into the local characteristics from the Czech love of nature to their musical inclination to their magical
folklore. Be aware of social etiquette when dining in someone’s home or learn what to expect when attending a traditional
wedding. Navigate your way around the complex Czech language, especially its 40-lettered alphabet and sometimes
difficult pronunciation. Discover what you should expect to pay for your new home, what your tenant rights are and what
documents are required for obtaining a work and spousal visa. Peppered throughout with useful phrases, terms and
resources, CultureShock! Czech Republic is a must-have for anyone planning on adapting to life in the Czech Republic.

The Telecom Manager's Survival Guide
True to the Highlander
Part-time Parenting.
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Make Merry in Step and Song
Samuel Beckett as a guru for business executives? James Joyce as a guide to living a good life? The notion of notoriously
experimental authors sharing a shelf with self-help books might seem far-fetched, yet a hidden history of rivalry, influence,
and imitation links these two worlds. In The Self-Help Compulsion, Beth Blum reveals the profound entanglement of modern
literature and commercial advice from the late nineteenth century to the present day. Blum explores popular reading
practices in which people turn to literature in search of practical advice alongside modern writers’ rebukes of such
instrumental purposes. As literary authors positioned themselves in opposition to people like Samuel Smiles and Dale
Carnegie, readers turned to self-help for the promises of mobility, agency, and practical use that serious literature was
reluctant to supply. Blum unearths a series of unlikely cases of the love-hate relationship between serious fiction and
commercial advice, from Gustave Flaubert’s mockery of early DIY culture to Dear Abby’s cutting diagnoses of Nathanael
West and from Virginia Woolf’s ambivalent polemics against self-improvement to the ways that contemporary global
authors such as Mohsin Hamid and Tash Aw explicitly draw on the self-help genre. She also traces the self-help industry’s
tendency to popularize, quote, and adapt literary wisdom and considers what it might have to teach today’s university.
Offering a new history of self-help’s origins, appeal, and cultural and literary import around the world, this book reveals that
self-help’s most valuable secrets are not about getting rich or winning friends but about how and why people read.

All's Faire in Middle School
The Rough Guide to Camping in Britain reviews over three hundred of the country's best campsites, travelling from Scilly to
Shetland, taking in Yorkshire hills, Hampshire glampsites, Welsh Islands and Highland co-operatives. This, the second
edition, features new campsites that have caught our attention since the first editon, and has been thoroughly researched
and updated. Written by campers for campers, Rough Guides' writers have visited sites across the country, checking out
views, testing the shower temperatures and spending night after night under canvas. The Rough Guide to Camping in
Britain explores everything from equipment and cooking to glamping, wild camping and festivals. Full-colour throughout, its
pictures bring the splendid sites to life, whilst indexes, maps and lists arranged by category help you move through the
guide with ease. The Rough Guide to Camping in Britain is the complete companion for novice campers who don't know
where to start and experienced tent-riggers looking for a new destination. Whether you want snug tipis and creature
comforts or simple sites in stunning wilderness locations, this guide has it covered. Now available in PDF format.

A Festival of Ghosts
In this irreverent wedding guide, MTV’s wedding planning guru and star of Girl Code, comedian and bride-to-be Jamie Lee,
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offers practical advice and hilarious insights on how to stay sane while planning your "big day." Weddings. What was once a
beautiful celebration of a couple coming together for a lifetime of happiness has become a bit ridiculous, complete with the
whimsical monogrammed mason jars and unconventional photo shoots. The Epic task of creating that special event can be
nightmarish—a dizzying maze of minutiae and seemingly endless choices that might tempt you to say yes to a quickie drivethrough chapel in Vegas. But weddings don’t have to be stressful. You don’t have to give in to the crazy—or give up
completely. Famous funny gal Jamie Lee learned much more than she counted on pulling together her own wedding, and in
Weddiculous she shares her first-hand experiences and hilarious hard-won insights with every girl who just said "yes." Jamie
gives you the real low-down, puts the madness into perspective, and walks you through the process step by step in a calm,
realistic, and highly entertaining way. Weddiculous includes helpful checklists, timelines, and suggestions on everything
from what questions to ask vendors to how to handle difficult bridesmaids to what’s worth the extra cost (and more
importantly, what’s not). Throughout, Jamie provides guidance on when you should trust your gut and when you need to
listen to others. What Amy Sedaris has done for hospitality and crafting, Jamie Lee now does for weddings. Weddiculous will
help remind you what’s really important about your wedding day: it’s just the first day in a long and happy marriage.

Atlantis On the Shores of Forever
S. M. Stirling presents his first Novel of the Change, the start of the New York Times bestselling postapocalyptic saga set in
a world where all technology has been rendered useless. The Change occurred when an electrical storm centered over the
island of Nantucket produced a blinding white flash that rendered all electronic devices and fuels inoperable—and plunged
the world into a dark age humanity was unprepared to face Michael Pound was flying over Idaho en route to the holiday
home of his passengers when the plane’s engines inexplicably died, forcing a less than perfect landing in the wilderness.
And as Michael leads his charges to safety, he begins to realize that the engine failure was not an isolated incident. Juniper
McKenzie was singing and playing guitar in a pub when her small Oregon town was thrust into darkness. Now, taking refuge
in her family’s cabin with her daughter and a growing circle of friends, Juniper is determined to create a farming community
to benefit the survivors of this crisis. But even as people band together to help one another, others are building armies for
conquest

Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
Never be Unemployed Again! There is a metaphorical smorgasbord of survival jobs other than flipping burgers, wiping
tables, and cleaning bathrooms. You just need to know where to look… Inside this book you will discover 10+ of the best
survival jobs there are and how you can get them. Never face unemployment again, because this book will tell you how and
where to find the jobs no-one else is thinking of. Get it now. The best survival jobs are those that are: * Attainable for the
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average person (no college degree required). * Have decent pay—enough to sustain at least a middle-class life. * Readily
available, meaning they are always hiring and will always be around. You'll also learn: * Why the US (and the western world
at large) is facing mass unemployment. * How to save big on what is probably your greatest living expense. * How to
mentally adjust to accepting employment in a survival context. * How to use the emerging system of part time, temporary
employment to your advantage. …and more. Discover how to get the best jobs in uncertain times, because this book will
teach you how. Get it now.

A Little History of the World
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book is
available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and his
text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity
of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two hundred
illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from the
text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the text is
reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design, fine
paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human
history.

Survival Manual for the Independent Woman Traveler
A hip, accessible guide to batch cocktail-making for entertaining, with 65 recipes that can be made hours--or weeks!--ahead
of time so that hosts and hostesses have one less thing to worry about as the doorbell rings. As anyone who has hosted a
dinner party knows, cocktail hour is the most fun part of the evening for guests--but the most stressful for whomever is in
charge of keeping the drinks flowing. The solution, though, is simple: batch it! In this fun collection, Maggie Hoffman offers
65 delicious and creative cocktails that you don't have to stir or shake to order; rather, they are designed to stay fresh
when made ahead and served out of a pitcher. Recipes such as Tongue in Cheek (gin, Meyer lemon, thyme, Cocchi Rosa),
Friendly Fires (mezcal, chile vodka, watermelon, lime), Birds & Bees Punch (rum, cucumber, green tea, lemon), and even
alcohol-free options are organized by flavor profile--herbal, boozy, bitter, fruity and tart, and so on--to make choosing and
whipping up a perfect pitcher of cocktails a total breeze.
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Antarctica A Travel Survival Guide
American Book Publishing Record
Judy Smith, Jamestown, USA: Book aimed to guide the student to understand the language of maps, to enable him to
illustrate his own papers, and to give him a foundation if he chooses to become a cartographer. This book is written for high
school students but easy enough to read for high school students or the general public. Contents: Tools and Equipment AirPhoto Reading The Principles of map making Field Methods The Principles of Lettering Relief Methods Land Forms and Land
Slopes Government Maps Private Maps Map Collections and Compilation Map Design and Layout Lines, Shades, and Colors
Map Reproduction The Earth Surveying Map Projections Azimuthal Projections, Grid Systems Thematic (Statistical) Maps
Diagrams Cartograms Science Maps Land-use and Economic Maps Globes Models Photography for Cartographers Modern
Techniques (remember up to year 1962) Tables, glossary, bibliography, sample examination questions, laboratory syllabus,
index.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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